Web Security
Problem Solved

Comodo Dome Secure Web Gateway
Cloud-Based Web Security

A cloud-delivered Secure
Web Gateway platform
that includes revolutionary
Portable File
Containment, Valkyrie
rapid file analysis, URL
filtering, sandboxing and
robust SSL MITM
Interception.

Cloud-Based Boundary Protection

Comodo Dome Secure Web Gateway is a revolutionary SaaS boundary
protection platform that enables you to protect any user, on any device, in
any location, all without installing any hardware or software.
Comodo Dome Secure Web Gateway sits in line between your users and
the internet, protecting your enterprise from the latest cyber threats, while
ensuring compliance with corporate content and access policies. You can
now block web-delivered malware while monitoring your networks, user
activity, mobile users and roaming devices from a single management
console. Our proprietary portable containment technology eliminates the
risk and time spent on remediation, as Dome Secure Web Gateway
instantly blocks all malware while wrapping all unknown files in a
lightweight, portable container before delivering them to the endpoint.
Dome Secure Web Gateway uses a Zero CAPEX security model, freeing
up those resources for use elsewhere. It enables streamlined compliance
and productivity control and features a true Default Deny Security Posture.

Valkyrie

Comodo Dome Secure Web Gateway seamlessly leverages Comodo
Valkyrie, our proprietary verdict based file analysis platform. Leveraging
machine learning (AI), static and dynamic virtual sandboxing and even
expert human analysis, Valkyrie provides a detailed and accelerated
verdict for all unknown and zero day files. It powers Comodo Dome
Secure Web Gateway with crowdsourced, global intelligence on good
and bad files to identify and contain unknown threats before they can
exploit your organization. Portable containment protects your network,
keeping you and your environment safe from malware, while Valkyrie
reaches a verdict on whether an unknown file is malicious—typically
within 45 seconds—or five times faster than our nearest competitor.

Comodo Dome Secure Web Gateway

Features

Advanced Threat Protection
 Secure Web Gateway
 Malicious content blocking
 Portable unknown file containment
 Botnet protection
 Crowdsourced threat intelligence

URL Filtering
 70+ categories and millions of URLs
updated cloud-wide in real time
 Granular policies based on username,
group membership or location

Platform Features
 No hardware needed means no patching,
updating or replacing
 Simple traffic forwarding
 Real-time and always inline
 Pay-as-you-go subscription model
 Eliminates backhauling
 No need to buy excess capacity—the
Comodo Dome cloud scales elastically
 Global policy management
 Fully decrypts and inspects
HTTPS web traffic

Reports & Analytics
 Real time visibility into internet usage by
user, group, device and location
 Customizable dashboards
 Comprehensive Analytics Engine
 Scheduled reporting
Automated Unknown Portable File Containment
 Allows known good files
 Blocks known bad files
 Contains all unknown files
 Sends all files to Valkyrie for in-depth analysis
Valkyrie Cloud-based File Verdict Platform
 Unknown file sandbox
 Static, dynamic and human analysis
 Forensic malware reports
Delivers a Verdict for 100% of Executable Files
and Malware Payloads
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The Comodo organization is a global innovator of cybersecurity solutions, protecting critical information across the digital landscape. Building on
its unique position as the world's largest certificate authority, Comodo authenticates, validates and secures networks and infrastructures for
individuals to mid-sized companies to the world's largest enterprises. Comodo provides complete end-to-end security solutions across the
boundary, internal network and endpoint with innovative technologies solving the most advanced malware threats, both known and unknown. With
global headquarters in New Jersey and branch offices in Silicon Valley, Comodo has international offices across Europe and Asia.

